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Abstract

Abstract | English
This report covers an analysis and developing work done at Kivumbi a plastic recycling company located in Kericho, Kenya. The purpose of
the report is to present concepts created to improve the work flow and
quality of the products at Kivumbi. The concepts are based on observations acquired through field work at Kivumbi’s site, followed by an
analysis of our observations and collected data.
Three final concepts are presented containing a cheap option, where
no investment will be required, an ideal but realistic solution where few
investments will be needed to give a higher quality, and lastly; an ideal
solution that will need a big investment but quality and efficiency will
be in focus to obtain the best possible product.

Abstract | Danish
Denne rapport omhandler en analyse og udviklingsarbejde udført ved
Kivumbi, en plast-genanvendelsevirksomhed beliggende i Kericho, Kenya. Formålet med rapporten er at vise koncepter, der kan forbedre arbejdsflowet samt kvaliteten af Kivumbis slutprodukt. Koncepterne er
baseret på observationer erfaret igennem feltarbejde hos Kivumbi, efterfulgt af en analyse af indsamlet viden og data.
Det består af tre endelige koncepter; én, der ikke kræver investering,
en anden, der giver en ideel men realistisk løsning, der kræver mindre
investering, og højner samtidig kvaliteten, og sidst en ideel løsning, der
kræver en stor investering, hvor kvalitet og effektivitet er i fokus til at
opnå det bedst mulige produkt.
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Introduction
This report will describe our work with the Danish/Kenyan business Kivumbi Plastic Recycling. Kivumbi collects, sorts and grinds plastic
waste from households in the nearby areas. From our studies in Design
and Innovation at the Technical University of Denmark we have learned
several methods to analyse systems and develop solutions that will improve the different processes in the system. Kivumbi is facing challenges since a big amount of their grinded plastic is rejected from the
buyer, because of a poor quality. Therefore, we need to reconsider the
sorting process and come with suggestions for improvement to increase
the quality, which will lead to a higher price and a decrease in rejected
plastic. In addition to this we will analyse the different processes and by
brainstorming ideas, come up with different solutions to the company.
We will present different concepts all representing different budgets.

Motivation - Plastic problems
Plastic is a necessary and genius material that is used for many different
products. It is flexible, cheap, durable and is easily coloured and
shaped. One of the major challenges with plastic is to find the right
methods to handle it after usage. Lots of plastic products are only used
one time for e.g. food containers. These products have a long production phase and a very short usage phase. Plastic is generally made from
oil and it takes a lot of energy to produce. When the plastic products
are being dumped at dumpsites after use, it doesn’t biodegrade, but are
just broke down into smaller pieces from the UV rays1. This process is
called photodegrading. The micro plastic is added to the waterways,
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oceans, soil and groundwater with risk of harming the health of humans
and animals. Thus, is handling and recycling of plastic waste important
to solve the negative consequences plastic can induce, so we can use
plastic products with a good conscience and save the earth from drowning in plastic2. From research, we have found a big potential for plastic
recycling in Kenya. The country shows a big effort on improving their
waste-handling methods - especially according to plastic waste. Since
the country does not have any functioning combustion options, huge
piles of plastic waste are building up around the country. To reduce this,
they need to look at the possibilities to recycle their waste. This requires
effective methods to collect, sort and decompose waste to make it into
new products. From this perspective, we find it motivating to analyse
and develop ideas that can improve Kivumbi as a recycling plant and
better the lifespan of plastic products to help reduce the amount of new
plastic and avoid plastic being dumped in nature for a cleaner world of
tomorrow.

Research
To achieve more knowledge about plastic, waste-systems, sorting systems and plastic recycling we have done research.
To get inspiration we visited Danish factories, which works within the
field of plastic recycling and waste handling. We learned about wastesystems, sorting-systems and the possibilities in efficiency of recycling
plastic waste. To understand the Kenyan system and get more
knowledge about how Kenyans handle, sort and recycle waste we have
searched for articles and other projects online. This was important for
us to be prepared for the Kenyan system and culture.
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To become experts in plastic types, the difference between plastics and
possible ways to detect it, we have done research online and talked with
professor Kristoffer Almdal from DTU, who is an expert within the field.

Waste-handling and recycling in Denmark
It is interesting for us to research the waste system in Denmark, in order to get inspiration to how it will be possible to build tools and machines that can help the system in Kericho. In Denmark it’s a new thing
to sort and recycle household plastic and therefore the country is still
experimenting a lot trying to come up with the best system to handle
the plastic waste.

the waste from the citizens can be sorted and recycled instead of being
burned.
What did we learn:
•! Magnets are very efficient to remove metals from household
waste.
•! It takes time to map what kind of products the waste includes,
since there are so many different products.
•! The waste has a tendency of being very dirty from mouldy food
leftovers and are not cleaned enough.
What can we bring to Kivumbi:
•! Include technical solutions as for example magnets to remove
metal.
•! System design - how the system is build up. As for example Figure 2.
•! The convey belt is efficient - one material at a time gets sorted
to make it easier to control the process. It generates a constant
flow in the sorting process. (see Figure 3 On!the!convey!belt!plas:

Visit at Amager Ressource Center (ARC)

tic!waste!is!transported!through!the!different!sorting!phases.
Figure!1!Amager!Ressource!Center,!where!the!waste!of!CopenhaJ
gen!region!is!handled.!Right!now!they!are!testing!systems!to!hanJ
dle!plastic!waste!from!the!household.

Amager Ressource Center (ARC) includes an experimental sorting plant,
which has the purpose of mapping the household garbage from the citizens of Copenhagen. This will create fundamental knowledge of what
the citizens throw out and what potentially can be sorted and recycled.
Furthermore, the hope is that a larger scale production will be set up, so

!

!

Figure!2!At!ARC,!plastic!is!comJ
pressed!into!squares!to!make!it!easJ
ier!to!transport!and!takes!less!space.!

!

Figure!3!On!the!convey!belt!plastic!
waste!is!transported!through!the!
different!sorting!phases.!
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Visit at Aage Vestergaard Larsen A/S
Aage Vestergaard Larsen A/S handles plastic waste and leftover plastic
material from the industry. They collect plastic, sort it, wash it, grind it
and melt it into pillars used for new products. Since it is primarily industrial waste, the capacity is very big with a high quality because of clean
fractions. Figure 4, 5, 6 and 7 show different photos from the visit.
What did we learn:
•! It is highly important to wash and dry the grinded plastic to end
up with a pure and clean quality.
•! The drying process is important to remove heavy water from the
plastic.
•! The pipe system was extra long to avoid dust in the final product.
•! Pure fractions of plastic make the whole process a lot easier and
more manageable.

Figure!5!New!grinded!plastic!
from!AVL.

Figure!4!The!big!plastic!products!from!the!collected!indusJ
trial!waste,!demands!big!machines!and!vehicles!to!move!it.

What can we bring to Kivumbi:
•! Quality is the key for a good end-product.
•! It takes a lot to obtain a great quality, which is something that
needs to be prioritised to achieve a great product, price and be
renown.

!
!
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Figure!7!The!plastic!pellets!are!filled!into!big!containers!
made!of!cardboard.

Figure!6!The!quality!of!the!plastic!
produced!at!AVL!is!very!high!and!
clear.
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sell. Collectors buy plastic from the boys and sell it to recycling companies like Kivumbi, who can process the plastic.

The plastic waste status in Kenya
Dumpsites

Ban of plastic bags in Kenya

All plastic waste in Kenya, and waste in general, is taken to dumpsites.
Mountains of waste fill up areas and will stay there unless the government chooses to act and deal with the dumpsites. The dumpsites are a
problem because of their constant growth rate and some of the materials pollute the soil. Furthermore, there is a lack of space for more
dumpsites, since they need to be placed a certain distance from areas
with settlement, it can be hard to find areas with needed specification.
In addition to this, the National Environment Management Authority
(NEMA) says the country is performing poorly on waste management,
and less than 10% of waste generated at any given time is recycled3.
This is a problem the government
wants to change. Firstly because
of the hazardous materials that
need to be handled safely, secondly to reduce the dumpsites,
which are taking up space from
Figure!8!The!huge!dumpsites!in!Kenya!are!a!probJ potentially residential areas, and
lem!for!the!country.
thirdly to take advantage of the
valuable resources that can be recycled and help the environment.
Around dumpsites young boys have realised they can collect products
and materials from the piles and sell it to recycling sites. Among these
materials plastic plays a big role and especially rigid plastic is easier to

!

!

The last few years, there has been a big focus on getting rid of thin plastic bags flying around streets and nature in Kenya. It has been a serious
problem for the country, because of the pollution among animals and
environment. In addition to this, water on plastic works perfectly as mosquito nests and contributes to the lives of the unwanted malaria mosquitoes.
Therefore, the government in Kenya made it
illegal to produce and use plastic bags.
Kenya used to produce 24 million plastic
bags every month. Now producing or carrying plastic bags results in money fines and
worst case up to four years in prison. This law
has made an important difference in the Kenyan environment and less waste in nature,
and the country is getting clear of the thin
plastic bags. This indicates that Kenya is
aware of the challenges within waste and
acts toward a goal of a cleaner environment.
As seen in Figure 9 people coming into Kenya
are asked to leave their plastic bags.

!

!

!

Figure!9!This!container!will!welJ
come!you!in!the!airport!of!NaiJ
robi.!No!plastic!bags!can!be!
brought!into!the!country.
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Rigid plastic as a resource
Kenya has started to realise the potential in recycling rigid plastic waste.
This solves following problems for the country:
The rigid plastic lying around in the streets will be collected because it has a value.
•! It will expectedly become cheaper to buy recycled plastic pellets
than new plastic pellets to produce new products.
•! Collecting and recycling plastic will create new jobs.
•! Less virgin plastic is needed and the energy and resources it
takes to produce virgin plastic is saved.

•!

Figure!10!Different!rigid!products!made!from!plastic.

Handling and getting rid of plastic waste is currently a problem all over
the world. It is important to remember that plastic is a material with many
advantages that solves problems as for example weight when transporting, lifespan of food items and proper packaging to avoid spread in bacteria, but the challenge is to rethink how the plastic is handled after use.
Calculations show that rigid plastic can stay in nature for four hundred
years and some of it is polluting to burn4. This is why it needs to be
recycled. With this said, plastic recycling is not an easy, streamlined
process. Plastic is a term that covers more than 10.000 different kinds
of polymers, thus plastic products can be made from different types of
polymers. These plastics have different physical and chemical properties, so when they are mixed it can complicate the recycling process
because one cannot know the new product’s properties and will most
likely decrease. In addition to this; mix of plastics can ruin the injection
moulding machines due to different melting points.
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Different plastic types and how to recycle them
Some of the most common types of plastic used to make rigid plastic
products are polypropylene and polyethylene. These two plastics have
very similar properties but when being mixed into a new product the
properties can decrease and new products can break easier why it is
preferred to avoid a mix.
When recycling plastic it is important to keep track on the plastic type.
If the material is recycled more than once and keep being mixed with
other materials, it will be difficult to know the material’s composition and
how to handle the product for recycling.
To help this problem, most rigid plastic products are marked to indicate
the type of polymer. The mark is shaped as a triangle made of arrows
with a number from 1 to 7 inside of it, see Figure 122. This number indicates the type of plastic. In most cases, you can trust this mark, but it
has been seen that the mark lies if a company changed their plastic type,
but not their moulds.

Figure!11!All!polymers!are!built!of!molecular!chains!keeping!the!material!toJ
gether!and!giving!it!certain!properties!based!on!the!geometry!and!bondings.!
This!figure!represents!cellulose,!which!is!a!natural!polymer!comprised!of!gluJ
cose!molecules.!!!

The following table explains the seven most common rigid plastic types,
their properties and how to detect them5.

Figure!12!The!symbol!showing!the!specific!number!conJ
nected!to!the!type!of!polymer!a!product!is!made!of.
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HDPE

PVC

LDPE

PP

PS

Other – e.g. ABS

•! Pipes and tiles
•! Plumbing pipes

•!Plastic bags

•!Food containers
•!Prescriptions
bottles
•!Plastic bottle
caps

•!Disposable
coffee-cups
•!Containers
•!Plastic cutlery
•!Packing
foam

•!Keyboard bricks
•!Lego

Examples of
use:

•!Drinks bottles
•!Food containers

•!Motor oil
•!Beauty

Properties:

•!Easy to make transparent.
•!Harmless for drinks
and food.
•!Can create a liquid and
gas barrier.
•!Absorbs odours and
flavours from foods
and drinks.

•!Does not leak any •! Harmful if in- •!Durable
and
chemicals into food
gested.
flexible.
or beverage.
•! No contact with •!Safe choice for
•!More flexible than PP.
food or beverfood and beverage.
ages.
•!Resistant to moisture.
•! Very versatile.
•! Very toxic when
being burned.

•!Strong
and
stiffer than PE.
•!Takes higher
temperatures
than PE.
•!Resistant
to
moisture.
•!Resistant
to
chemicals.

•!Super lightweight.
•!Easy
to
form.
•!Breaks easily.
•!Clear and
glassy.

•! High impact resistance.
•! High stiffness.
•!High strength.
•!Easy to paint and glue.
•!Excellent dimensional
stability
•!Low melting points
•!Harmless for food and
drink.

Recycle

•!Often recycled.
•!Recycled PET is used
to make bags, carpet,

•!Often recycled.
•!Only safe to reuse
HDPE for food if it has

•!Not as suitable
for recycling

•!Recycling is
possible,

•!

products

•! Rarely recycled. •!Not commonly
recycled.
•! Contains toxins
and is harmful to

A part of the mixed
group which is not being recycled.
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options:

fibres in clothing and
more.

originally been used
for that.
•!Recycled HDPE is
used to make plastic
crates, plastic lumber,
fencing
and
more.

our health and •!When recycled,
environment.
it is used for e.g.
garbage
cans
and furniture.

as PE, but it is
possible.

•!Hard surface.
•!Crunching
sound
when crushed.
•!Jumps right back in
place when squeezed.

•!Feels harder and essentially crinklier.
•!The sound is crisper
and crinkly (sound of
dry
leaves
being
squished together).
•!Stretches when tearing.

•! Feels soft and
smooth.
•! Makes a soft
swishing
sound, (sound
of green leaves
blowing in the
trees).
•! Stretches when
tearing.

•! Sounds similar to HDPE
and are crinkly.
•! It feels much
firmer
and
stiffer.
•! Does
not
stretch.
•! Tears
apart
without
stretching at
all first.

but not efficient
and
uses lots of
energy.
•!The
recycled PS is
used for insulation, license
plates
frames and
more.

•! If returned to the manufacturer ABS can be
100% recycled.

Chemical
structure:
Touch
and
sound:
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Fire:

•!Yellow flame.
•!Plastic drips.
•!Burns slowly.
•!Light smoke.

•!Blue flame with a yellow tip.
•!Plastic drips.
•!Burns slowly.
•!Smells like paraffin.
•!Continues to burn after removal of fire.

•! Flame is yellow
with
green
spurts.
•! Plastic does not
drip.
•! The odour is hydrochloric acid.
•! Self-extinguishing.
•! Plastic chars.

•! A blue flame
with a yellow
tip.
•! Plastic drips.
•! The speed of
burning is slow.
•! Smells like paraffin.
•! Continues
to
burn after removal of fire.

•! The flame is
yellow, following a blue
flame with a
yellow tip.
•! Plastic drips.
•! It
burns
slowly.
•! Has a sweet
odour.

•!Yellow flame
after
removal of fire.
•!Plastic
drips.
•!Burns very
fast.
•!Dense black
smoke with
soot in the
air.
•!Illuminating
gas odour
(naphtha).

•!Yellow/orange
flame
with blue edges.
•!Plastic drips.
•!Burns slowly.
•!Will
release
black
smoke with soot.
•!The odour is acrid.
•!It will continue burning
after removal of fire.

Density:

1,38 g/cm³

0.88–0.96 g/cm3

1.4 g/ cm3

0.88–0.96 g/cm3

0,946 kg/m³

1.05 g/cm3

1-1.05 g/cm3
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Methods to detect different types of plastic
Detecting the type of polymer can be done in different ways. Either
chemical or physical.
Fire
A simple method is to burn the plastic with a lighter and notice the colour
and odour from the flame. The test should only be used as a tentative
identification with careful steps. When analysing the plastic, following
conditions are important to notice: Colour of flame, nature of the flame,
if there is soot, if the plastic drips and the speed of burning6.
Thermoset or thermoplastic
To define whether the plastic is either thermoplastic or thermoset, heat
a metal or glass rod until it red or orange and press against the sample.
If the plastic softens it is thermoplastic, and if it does not it is thermoset.
When exposed to fire wait until the plastic sample ignites. With no quick
ignition leave the sample within the flame for 10 seconds.
Density - water
Polymers can be separated
into two categories with
this method. Polymers with
a density below 1g/cm3 will
float on top of the water
e.g. PE and PP, while polymers with a density above 1
g/cm3 will sink to the bottom e.g. PET and PVC.
Figure!13!Float!sink!tank

!

!

As a machinery, a sink float tank can be used to separate the lightweight and heavy-weight polymers, see Figure 13. The paddles make
sure the plastic will be mixed with water thoroughly, separate the materials and make a continuous flow to the plastic, which floats. The materials in the bottom of the tank will be transported by a screw conveyer.
Solvent - salt/alcohol
The density of water can be changed by
adding either salt or alcohol. When using solvents, it can be possible to separate polymers, which both float or sink in a normal
water density sorting. For example, will the
density be lowered with use of alcohol and
PE and PP can be separated into two fracFigure!14!Density!sorting!with!solJ
tions7.
vents!based!on!alcohol!or!salt!
mixed!with!water.

FT-NIR Spectroscopy
Fourier Transform NearInfrared spectroscopy is
a machine, which uses
infrared light to identify a
material. With use of infrared light a given material is exposed to the light
and data is a measureFigure!15!Unisort!NIR!machine.
ment of the intensity of
the light, which has been
transmitted through or reflected by the material as a function of the
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wavelength. With a big database integrated in the system it will be able
to tell, the chemical composition of a given product.8
Magnetic Density Separator
This sorter consists of a magnet and a dilute mixture of water and ferrous oxide. The liquid is effected by the magnetic field and gravity. In
this way, a density gradient is created from the magnet in which way the
effective density of the liquid will decrease the farther away from the
magnet it moves hence the magnetic field strength reduces. If the magnet is placed at the bottom of the system, the top of the liquid will reach
the same density as water. If a magnet instead is placed in the top of
the system above the liquid it will influence the liquid in opposite way of
the gravity, which enables the liquid to have a density lower than water.
In this way, PE and PP can be separated9.

Figure!16!Visualization!of!the!magnetic!density!separator.

!

Trommel Screen
Trommel screens separate bigger pieces from smaller ones and are
used within many sorting plants
of all materials. They are often
used in the first step of sorting,
but can also be used in the
washing process. They will
separate the incoming products after size of objects, hence
Figure!17!Trommel!Screen.!
the trommel works as a sieve10,
see Figure 17.
Ballistic Separator
This separation method sorts the flow of the materials into following
three fractions: heavy and rolling, flat and light and sieved fraction. It
consists of parallel paddles with different angles, which imposes incoming products for a strong shake. Because of the diversity of the
products within weight, surface, shape etc. the products will move in
different directions.
The flat and light-weighed materials will move to the top, the heavy and
rolling products will move to the bottom. During the process the fine
products and
powder will be
sieved through
the machine,
see Figure 18

Figure!18!Ballistic!separator.
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The processes at Kivumbi
Kivumbi’s site is placed in Kericho. Most of the plastic products collected, that cannot be sold to Premier, because the plastic type is different from PP or PE, are also stored here. Kivumbi takes three roles
onto their shoulders in the circle of the recycling process, which are the
following:
1.! Collecting
2.! Sorting
3.! Grinding

!

!

On the following pages, each step will be described while
identifying the different breakdowns happening in the process. Breakdowns are challenges that can be improved and
are marked with a lightning.
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Collecting
The plastic waste is collected with Kivumbi’s white truck. The truck can
take up to one ton of plastic waste and five to six tons of grinded plastic.
It drives to the nearby towns to collect plastic waste from waste sites.
When the plastic is grinded and packed, the truck takes it to Nairobi
where it is sold.
In general, the truck only goes to pick up waste if there is a ton of waste.
Otherwise it is not worth the trip. Every time it goes to collect waste it
needs to pass a weigh bridge to weigh the amount of plastic. The weighbridge will be weighed before and after loading the truck. It costs money
to borrow the weigh bridge, which is the reason for only collecting waste
when the truck can be filled up.
Identified challenges:
•! The truck does not have big enough capacity.
•! The truck is closed at the top, which does not allow extra plastic
to be out on top.
•! The truck is too often standing still.
•! It takes a long time to load the truck because only one can stand
inside the truck at a time.
•! The sacks to carry the waste are broken and plastic pieces fall
out and need to be collected from the ground.
•! The collectors cheat and fill up the plastic waste with stones and
mud to increase the weight, as shown in Figure 19.

!

!

Figure!19!The!collectors!had!hidden!a!stone!
Figur!15:!The!collectors!hit!a!stone!inside!
the!waste!to!make!it!weigh!more.
inside!the!waste!to!increase!the!weight!and!
therefore!a!higher!payment.
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Sorting
At Kivumbi, they are primarily accepting rigid plastic waste made from
PP or PE, but sometimes they have to take PET bottles and other materials as well. They sort out all PET, metal, glass and other materials
that is not PE or PP. Next they sort the collected waste into two main
categories:
Blow moulded plastic
•! Injection moulded plastic.
•!

Blow moulded can be recognised by the line from the moulds and injection moulded by the dot from the moulds. After many years of sorting,
the employees can quickly tell the difference between the two types, but
if they cannot tell and there is no mark from moulding, they try to break
it. If it is PP, the material will clearly break when you rip it, where PE is
more flexible and harder to break. PET can be identified from the sound
when crunching it. The whole sorting process is a routine and the employees quickly look at a product and know what it is and where it
should go.
The sorters believe that injection moulded plastic is always PP and blow
moulded plastic is always PE. Therefore, they sort in these two fractions.
The blow moulded plastic is going to be made into black drums and
therefore they do not need to sort it in colours. The injection moulded
plastic is made into different kinds of products in different colours and
therefore they sort it into four colours: red, green, blue and white/yellow.
The black and grey injection plastic is going to the blow moulded pile.

!

!

On the blow moulded products, the lids are always injected and therefore they remove them and sort it. They do not take away metal foil and
labels.
It takes longer time to sort smaller pieces. The size of the plastic differs
from time to time. If the plastic pieces are too big, they need to be
chopped into smaller pieces to make them fit into the grinder. This is
done sitting on the ground with a machete and chop a product into
smaller pieces. No further safety is taken into considerations except low
key standards as keeping feet away etc.
It is important that the plastic is dry before crushing.
Chairs goes to a different place
Chairs are being sold to a buyer from Uganda where they pay more because the fraction is from the same item, which gives a pure and consistent quality to rely on.
Identified challenges:
•! The plastic is really really dirty
•! The sorting process is not efficient, sitting on the ground throwing around with it
•! The black injection product thrown into the blow product lowers
the quality
•! There are some exceptions to their rule with PP/PE and this lowers the quality.
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Grinding
After being sorted, the plastic needs to be grinded into smaller pieces
so it is easier to wash, handle and transport. The plastic is grinded within
the different fractions. After grinding it, it is put into white bags, on which
the weight is written and which type of plastic it is. The employees working with the grinder do not want to wear ear protection, because they
need to hear if metal pieces are stuck in the grinder.

Identified challenges:
•! Security issues. Ear, eyes and hands.
•! Because the plastic is grinded with labels on, there are a lot of
paper and foil among the grinded plastic lowering the quality.
•! The grinded plastic is dirty.
•! Because of the dirt, the blade in the grinder needs to be sharpened often.
•! Metal pieces gets stuck in the grinder and ruin the blade.
•! The grinded pieces come out from the grinder and is left on the
floor, where it needs to be collected with a shovel and put into
sacks. This is hard work.
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Physical setting of Kivumbi
Kivumbi’s site is placed in Kericho. The area is surrounded by a fence
consisting of a building with four rooms, an area with a roof and an
open space. The four rooms house an office, grinder room, a changing
room and a room where the security guard lives. The site is surrounded by fences and placed in a very moist area, where the ground
quickly changes to mud when it rains. The covered area is used to
keep the workers and the plastic products dry before and during sorting.
Figure 20 shows Kivumbi’s site in Kericho and the daily movement of
the grinders and sorters. The grinders and sorters need to move
around a lot from one station to another carrying the plastic.
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Figur!20!Physical!setting!of!Kivumbi's!site.
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The culture model describes the working culture and atmosphere at
Kivumbi. It is extremely
important to understand
the given culture of the
place so we can prepare
on the implementation
and we know who and
what we are dealing
with, when we settle on
what is realistic.

Culture model
Relaxing

Safety

Dirty and messy

It is often seen that resting and
working in a quiet tempo is part
of the normal working routine.

Taking care of one self is not something that is considered valuable. Even though there are safety goggles and
ear muffs available at the site they are not used.

Unstructured layout and configuration of settings. Dirt
covers products and machines with no need to clean the
site. The eye does not catch it, since it is normal seeing
in the landsacpe.

Time

Time is not a deciding
factor, instead it works
more as a guiding point.
There is a lot of waiting
time in all aspects of the
daily life. Meetings and
schedules are most often
changed than followed.

Play rules

Rules of the game are different
and it is seen that people will
try to get away with as much as
possible. As here where collectors have hidden a stone and
mud between the plastic waste
to increase the weight and get a
higher payment.

25!

Worn conditions

Working for survival

Clothes, bags, buildings etc. are often
worn out, but it still
has a working value.

Work brings food to the table,
which is crucial for the daily
life. Work does therefore not
hold the need to e.g. save the
environment or be personal
developing. Therefore no
questions are aksed, the routine is centred about getting
the work done.
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Results:

Experiments
To obtain specific knowledge and data about Kivumbi’s product we ran
different experiments which were performed at the site with different
tools provided. The experiments are all made to get a rough estimation
of the outcome - because of time and limited resources the results are
not 100% accurate.

Sample size
Amount floating
Amount Sinking
Expected amount of
rejected

Blow1

Blow2

Injection

2.5 kg
2.05 kg
600 g
24 %

2.15 kg
2 kg
150 g
5%

2.6 kg
2.5 kg
100 g
3.8%

Density test
Purpose:
When selling to Premier, a big amount of plastic is rejected. They reject
the plastic, which sinks when put into their density sorter – a float sink
tank based on water. Occasionally they reject up to 25% of the total
amount. The amount of rejected plastic has increased from approx. 57% to 15-20%. Because of the rise, we conducted random samples to
examine if we experienced the same amount of plastic with a density
above 1g/cm3.
Course of action:
1.! We took a random sample from the grinded plastic and weighed
it.
2.! After weighing it we put it into a water basin and stirred it for a
while.
3.! After leaving it in the water for min. 2 hours, we collected all the
pieces that floated and weighed it. See figure 22.
4.! Then we weighed the leftover and could see how big the amount
of plastic that had sunk was and thereby how much plastic we
would expect to get rejected. See figure 21 and 23.
We did this with three samples. Two with the blow moulded plastic and
one with the white/yellow injection moulded plastic.

!

!

Figur!21!Straining!the!floating!plastic!
from!the!sinking.

Figur!22!The!basin!full!of!grinded!plasJ
tic.

!

!

Figur!23!Weighing!the!sunk!plastic.
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Sorting for a day
Purpose:
To fully understand the sorting process, we took part in the sorting process to learn the sorting patterns, which kind of uncertainties that arise,
and the reasons for the set-up of the sorting system. This was done by
being observant and asking when in doubt. Our roles were novices and
the crew; experts. We were attentive toward the action of saying one
thing but doing another.

•! The black bins are quickly full and they need to be emptied often
into bigger sacks during sorting.
•! The plastic consists of multiple products of same kind. The more
you sort the quicker you get because you get familiar with the
different plastic products and their material.

Course of action:
Together with two employees at the sorting station, we sorted the plastic for three hours.
We stood beside the employees and picked one piece of plastic at a
time to sort it in the right bins. Figure 24, 25 and 26 are taken during the
sorting process.
Results:
From the sorting, we learned following:
•! All black and grey injection moulded plastic is put into the blow
moulded bins, since it will be coloured black in the end. They
know this is another type and should not be mixed, but do not
expect Premier to detect it. Premier has informed Kivumbi that
they do not want black and grey injection moulded plastic, which
led Kivumbi to mix it to avoid extra waste.
•! We found two examples of products that have been blow
moulded but marked with PP. This contradicts Kivumbi’s
method and theory that everything blow moulded is PE and everything injection moulded is PP.

!

!

Figure!25!Maria!learns!how!to!sort!the!plastic.

Figure!24!Many!of!the!pieces!are!too!big!to!fit!
into!the!black!bins.

!

!

Figure!26!Sofie!sorts!plastic!from!a!pile!of!waste.
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Product categories

Buckets (blow)
•! Baskets (injection)
•! Unidentified
•!

Purpose:
To understand, which kind of products Kivumbi are handling, we tried
to separate the plastic products into different product categories. One
big fraction of a specific item is possible to assume is made from the
same polymer, which makes it possible to recycle together.
Course of action:
From the pile of collected, mixed plastic, we took six bins full of randomly selected plastic products. Then we sorted it into categories that
we made up during the process. Figure 27, 28 and 29 show the start,
during and after our categorizing.
Results:
We found 11 categories:
•! Cooking oil (blow)
•! Beauty and cleaning products (most often blow)
•! Lids (injection)
•! Vehicle liquids (gas, motor oil etc. - blow)
•! Food products (both blow and injection)
•! Thermos flasks + plates and cups (injection)
•! Bottles (blow)
•! Chairs (injection)

Especially the yellow food oil cans and vehicle liquids are very dominant
products in the pile. They are both made of PE.
After categorizing the products, we took minimum one item from each
pile aside to take with us home to identify the true material composition
of the product. In total we had samples from 45 items. The big sacks
get really worn out.
•!

Figure!27!The!big!pile!randomly!collected,!goJ
ing!to!be!sorted!in!product!categories.

Figure!28!We!sorted!the!plastic!in!categories!
we!came!up!with!along!the!way

Figure!29!Cooking!oil!containers!and!vehicle!liquid!containers!were!the!most!domiJ
nant!products!in!the!pile
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Analysis of plastic samples with ATR scanner:
To check the composition of the plastic waste collected at Kivumbi we
brought 45 plastic samples to our university in Denmark, some are
shown in Figure!32. The samples were all detected by an ATR scanner,
see Figure 31, which measures the absorption of light in the material
and gives data of the exact composition of the material. The plastic samples were scanned and as an output we received a graph showing the
different transparencies as a function of wavelength in percentage. We
can compare these graphs with libraries and determine the specific
plastic type.
Results:
We found that 80% of the sorted plastic is sorted in a correct way at
Kivumbi. This means that their rule with injection=PP and blow=PE sorts
the products correctly four out of five times. An interesting observation
is that the “Valon” containers are blow moulded but made from PP. This
means the product is always sorted wrong. We also found some products were mixed with unidentifiable polymers or additives.

Figure!30!Maria!is!testing!the!plastic!
samples!one!by!one!with!the!ATR!scanJ
ner.

Figure!32!The!collected!plastic!samJ
ples,!brought!from!Kenya.

Figure!31!The!ATR!scanner.!
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Concept development
Creating ideas:
After identifying the challenges at Kivumbi, different suggestions on how
to solve these challenges will be described. Kivumbi has expressed their
economically challenges, which has led us to develop concept ideas.
We will bring these to the site and discuss them further before a certain
implementing is actual.
At first, we will present the different ideas to the manager of Kivumbi
and together we will decide, which can be implemented and which cannot.
When creating ideas, we took one area at a time, defined the challenges
and brainstormed on solutions while incorporating possible challenges
that can occur while developing our solutions.
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!
The big white sacks:
Challenges:
•! When being pulled across the field, they get worn out quickly
•! The plastic is falling out from holes in the sacks
•! The sacks are expensive to buy
•! There are not enough handles on the sacks
•! The white bags collapses and the plastic falls out on the ground
and need to be collected
Suggestions for solutions:
•! Sleigh system to put underneath the sacks
•! Hoist system
•! Huge wheelbarrow
•! Some other kind of container to keep the plastic in.
Worth to consider:
•! Would it be better to create a floor on the field?
•! The sacks/containers must be easy to empty on the floor
•! The plastic itself is not heavy to move

!
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!
Physical appliance:

How the area
can be arranged if we
do not add any
extra functions
or stations.

Challenges:
•! The sorters need to bend down many times daily to pick up plastic
•! The black bins need to be carried back and forth a lot, since they
do not have a lot of capacity.
•! The black bins are always placed differently – there is no system
in where to put them while sorting, which is inefficient.
Suggestions for solutions:
•! Sorting tables/stations.
•! Shorter distance from sorting to grinding.
•! Would it be possible to skip a link between the black bins and
the floor in the grinding room?
•! Do all the other plastic types need to be covered or can they be
moved? ! Bottles and other products can be moved under a
tarpaulin instead of taking space under the roof.

How the site
can be arranged if we
add extra
stations.

Worth to consider:
•! If we make tables for sorting, the plastic needs to be added to
the table so the employees do not need to bend down and pick
it up it every time.
•! The tables need to be covered, so that the workers can also work
while it is raining and in the burning sun.
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Working conditions:
Challenges:
•! The grinder is very loud.
•! Plastic pieces are flying through the air from the grinder with risk
of harming the workers.
•! Physical hard work to sort the plastic while sitting on the ground
and bending up and down all the time.
•! The black bins are carried on their shoulders.
•! The heavy sacks of grinded plastic need to be stacked by throwing them.
•! Weighing each bag is heavy and monotonous work.
•! The grinded plastic needs to be shovelled from the floor into
bags.
•!

Suggestions for solutions:
•! Table for sorting.
•! Awareness on earmuffs and gloves.
•! Weight hanging from ceiling or on a wall.
•! Weighing each bag is heavy and monotonous work.
•! Convey belt leads grinded plastic into bags
•! Bags/drawer are connected to the grinder so the plastic will
fall directly into the bags/drawer.
Challenges and worth considering while implementing:
•! The employees working with the grinder do not want to wear
protection because then they cannot hear if metal is caught in
the machine.
•! Gloves and clothes get extremely quick worn out and need to be
replaced very often.
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The truck:
Challenges:
•! The truck has a lack of capacity.
•! The air inside of the truck gets bad when loading, since it is
closed on all sides.
Suggestions for solutions:
•! Open the roof on the truck.
•! Add a lattice to the roof where sacks can be stacked.
•! Buy a bigger truck.
•! Hire extern logistics, when the amount of plastic is big.
•! Take advantage of the truck going back from Nairobi – collect
plastic on the way or transport products of other kind.
Challenges and worth considering while implementing:
•! Most of the solutions cost money
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Washing the plastic:
Challenges:
•! The plastic is very dirty from the soil.
•! The plastic is not washed at Kivumbi, so there is a bigger waste
at Premier because dirt heavies the plastic pieces and sink to the
bottom.
Suggestions for solutions:
•! Washing machine at Kivumbi.
•! Let it soak for a while to remove dirt.
•! Same concept as a car washer, with a gearing system controlled
manually.
•! Buy used washers for plastic.
•! Collect rainwater and use for washing.
Challenges and worth considering while implementing:
•! It takes energy to run a washer.
•! A water supply is needed.
•! Where to get rid of the water.
•! Can we count on the rain?
•! Is rainwater to dirty?
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Drying the plastic:
Challenges:
•! If the plastic is not dry, the weight increases.
•! When plastic is wet, it easily becomes dirty.
•! The plastic must be dry when it is melted.
Suggestions for solutions:
•! Take advantage of the heat from the sun.
•! A concept like the one used in a lettuce colander.
Challenges and worth considering while implementing:
•! It takes a lot of space to spread the plastic to sun dry.
•! A fan heater takes a lot of energy.
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Sorting the plastic:
Challenges:
•! They do not take exceptions into account when sorting by their
rules.
•! The black bins are always placed differently.
•! All the black/grey injection moulded plastic is put in the blow
moulded fraction.
Suggestions for solutions:
•! A density tester at Kivumbi.
•! A material detector at Kivumbi.
•! Posters with product categories where must common products
will be shown
Challenges and worth considering while implementing:
New fixed cost, which will be an expense for Kivumbi.
•! Many plastic sorting systems has a high price.
•! Low-tech methods can lead to low quality.
•!
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Future work
The implementing phase will happen at Kivumbi’s site in Kericho.
We will bring our ideas to the site and in a collaboration with the
employees at Kivumbi, we will discuss the concepts and develop
the concepts further before trying to implement them.
Since we are unsure on how realistic it will be for us to implement
the specific concepts, we have not settled completely on solutions. We have built the main principles, but they can all be modified according to the possibilities at the site.
The concepts are described and visualised on the following
pages.
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The weight is hung up in the roof
or on the wall, so that it only takes
one man to weigh.

Sorting tables with drums in a systematized order.

The white sacks will be rearranged
next to the grinder room so they do
not need to be moved very far.
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Concept 1: Cheapest solution
The concept idea:
This solution is made in case we do not have any tools, money
or resources to build extra features on the site. We will focus on
how we can improve efficiency by changing the physical appliance on the site and add a systematic approach into the different steps.

!

The difference that matters:
The working conditions for the employees will improve, because they will be working in different postures. Thereby
the work will become more efficient. This solution will not
be costly and will not affect Kivumbi’s financial situation.
Therefore, this solution is the only realistic one, keeping the
financial situation in mind, which would be the biggest difference that matters.

The idea with:

The idea in:

Implementation:

With the systemized sorting bins, the sorters will
always know where to throw the different products and this will make the process faster.
With the hung-up weight, only one person is
needed to weigh the white bags.

The black drums are set in a concrete system. There will be signs on the drums showing the right fraction and colour.
We will hang up the weight on metal beams
attached to the wall or in the ceiling.

We paint the buckets in the right colour and
decide a certain order to create a consistent
routine. If possible we mark the ground.
The weight is hung up on a s-hook so it can
easily be taken down and sat up. It is important to hang it in a level where the employees can easily see the numbers on the
weight.

With shorter distance to the grinder, the white
sacks do not need to be dragged through the
field, so they will not be worn out so quickly.

The big white bags will be moved next to
the grinder room.

We move the white sacks while they are
empty.
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The grinded plastic is
collected directly from
the grinder to avoid
shoveling.

Sleighs will save the sacks
from being dragged across
the field.

Sorting tables with organized drums to sort in.

The weigh is hung
up, so it only takes
one person to weigh.

A dryer will make sure the
grinded plastic is dry and
ready to sell.

!

!

The grinded plastic is washed in the
washing machine to obtain a better
quality.
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Concept 2: The ideal, still realistic
solution
The concept idea:
This concept involves some necessary, but low budget changes
at the site. The changes can be built by ourselves if we have materials and tools available. With these changes, Kivumbi will become a more efficient business, the employees will have better
working conditions and the quality will become better
because of the washing and drying.

!

The difference that matters:
With this concept, we take advantage of the possibility to build
the solutions ourselves. For this we need materials and tools,
which cost money, but the solutions will improve the working
conditions and the efficiency.

The idea with:

The idea in:

Implementation:

The sleighs will take care of the big, white sacks
and improve movement.

The sleigh is flat and manageable. It will be
dragged through the field with a rope.

The sorting tables will ease and fasten the sorting process. The tables will give a greater overview and improve working conditions and efficiency for the employees.
A density-tester will be saving transportation of
the plastic, which is rejected at the buyer to enlarging the room for accepted plastic in the truck.
The sunken plastic will be thrown out or sold to
another buyer.
After washing and density sorting, the plastic
needs to be dried in a dryer. Otherwise the water
will have extra weight.

Made from normal tables in a height suited
for standing. The tables will either be a
square table or a half circle.

A lattice on top of the truck will make it possible
to increase space for sacks of plastic. Thereby
the truck does not need to go back and forth so
many times.

The lattice is build from metal and is connected with horizontal rails. It is screwed on
to the top of the truck. It is possible to clip
on straps that fix the bags to the lattice.

We will build the sleigh from wood or plastic
and attach a rope and place it underneath
the big white sack.
We will either build or buy some big tables
from where the employees can sort. It is important that the table is made from a material that can stay outside.
We buy big containers to soak the plastic.
We will collect materials, such as brushes
and handles from the dumpsites and build
the washer from this, with help from the employees.
We will either buy an existing dryer or find a
big drum and add a strainer inside of it. A
rope will be added on top so when we pull
the rope, the strain will turn.
We will find metal poles at the dumpsite or
from the blacksmith and make him weld it
for us. Then we will screw it to the top of the
truck.

!

A big basin full of rainwater, where plastic
will be washed. The container will have a
slide in the bottom to drain the container
when needed. In the top of the container we
will insert brushes.
The dryer is inspired from a salad dryer,
where we will use the centrifugal force to
dry grinded plastic by pulling a string.

!
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The collected plastic goes directly on a
conveyer belt to supply the sorting tables.

The plastic goes through an airpipe that remove dust and waste.

After plastic has been grinded it is filled
into sacks with help from a conveyer belt.

A machine density sorts the plastic and
wash it at the same time. The unusable
plastic will sink in this process.
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Concept 3: The ideal solution
The concept idea:
The ideal solution is made without worrying about budgets and
constrains. The solutions in this concept can be expensive, but if
possible they will improve the process and quality of product for
Kivumbi and take the business to a new level. The concept includes purchases of machines. For this concept there will be a
need for building a new covered area.

The difference that matters:
With this concept being implemented, Kivumbi would
reach new levels. With these machines, the processes
would become much more efficient and increase the quality of the product. This concept would make it possible for
Kivumbi to sell their plastic to a higher price.

The idea with:

The idea in:

Implementation:

The conveyor belt will create a constant flow of
plastic on the table. This makes the sorting process quicker since the employees do not have to
bend down to pick up items all the time.
To create a flow from the output of the grinder
machine up to a container, a conveyor belt will
be added.

A conveyor belt will transport the plastic
from a container of mixed plastic to sorting
tables. A magnet will be attached along the
way to remove ferrous metals.
The grinder will have a conveyor belt added
to one side of the machine, so the grinded
plastic will be transported to the sacks.

We will buy the conveyor belt and a container. The conveyor belt needs to fit the
container and we need to find a spot for it
with power supply.
An extra or bigger grinder will be bought, so
a conveyor belt will fit. It is important that
the grinder is in the right height.

A washing machine will clean the dirty plastic A washing machine containing soap or other A machine specialized to clean small items
chemicals. The machine has a funnel that
will be bought and implemented. It is imand improve quality.
To improve the quality, plastic need to be
sorted into types of polymer. A magnetic
density sorter will sort the plastic in a correct
way.
Drying the plastic will make it lighter to
transport and easier to handle and keep
clean.
A bigger truck will increase the capacity to
transport plastic. This means the truck can
go back and forth less times.
!

makes is easy to add the plastic. The machine reuses the water.
A magnetic density sorter will separate different plastic types from each other into approx. four piles by their density e.g. PP, PE,
PS and PET.

portant to place it near a water supply.

An electric dryer will dry the grinded plastic
and unload it into a big container from
where bags can be filled.

An electric dryer will be bought.

A bigger truck without a roof will be filled up
with the final product and sold to factories.

Find a bigger truck with a higher capacity
and sell the current truck.

!

A magnetic density sorting machine will be
bought and placed close to power.

!
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Conclusion
The first and biggest part of the project has included different aspects on recycling and operation of a business within the recycling field. We have visited different businesses in Denmark and
in Kenya all working with plastic and/or recycling. Here, we obtained a bigger knowledge within processes, limitations and possibilities within recycling:

•! When you create a recycling business, you will add value
to the waste and by this you can create jobs and save the
environment. Especially in Kenya, collecting of plastic will
help clear the nature and reduce burning of waste in the
streets.
•! There is a big potential for recycling plastic in Kenya and
the country values the recycling very high.
•! The higher quality of plastic, the higher price can be demanded.
•! The financial situation for a start-up is important to keep
in mind when developing new ideas.
•! Washing and drying plastic is essential when recycling
and cannot be avoided. The cleaner a material, the higher
a quality.
•! It is a good idea to begin with simple solutions, which
does not demand big changes and capital.
•! It is important to understand the culture and people you

are designing to, if you want the implementation to succeed.

!
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Figur!33:!The!team!behind!Kivumbi
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Del 2: Conclusion and reflection
Forewords

Introduction

The following part is written during our second trip to Kenya and after
the implementing phase was done and is a supplement to the report,”
Handling of plastic waste in Kenya”. It is intended for our supervisor
Claus Thorp Hansen with the purpose of concluding and reflecting on
the developed concepts from the first report and evaluate on the implementing phase.

After the concept developing phase we went through in Denmark, we
travelled back to Kenya with hopes of implementing our solutions, to
help Kivumbi become more efficient. While developing in Denmark, we
have had struggles communicating with the employees at Kivumbi and
because of that the concept development has been done without involving them. While implementation, we have involved the employees
as much as possible to end up with the best solution. This is our first
time to work in Kenya and to work with plastic recycling. Throughout
the project, we have met many challenges, which have been important
for us to reflect on and understand to help us in future projects and
work. On the following pages we will share these reflections.

!
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Implementing phase

Washing and drying

From our earlier meeting with the Danish investors we were aware of
having to stay within the allowanced economic limits. Meaning there
was no capital to expand the company. Therefore, we knew we had to
be creative in the implementation phase and take advantages of the
resources already on the site, and keep in mind we could not meet optimal solutions. Despite these limitations, we have developed part solutions, which can increase efficiency at Kivumbi.

To achieve a higher quality, we find it completely necessary to start
washing and drying the grinded plastic pieces. This needs to be done
before melting the plastic. At the same time Kivumbi can avoid transporting plastic that will be rejected by the buyer.

We have only tested simple solutions, which does not require power
and investment, since this is not a possibility during the current situation of Kivumbi.

Unfortunately, Kivumbi is now so economically limited, that we cannot
buy materials to build a washer or buy a machine. This means that we
have not had the opportunity to develop and implement prototypes of
this partial solution.

In the following chapter, different part solutions will be examined followed by a reflection of the implementing.

!
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Figure!34!Sofie!is!dragging!a!white!sack!full!of!blow!plastic!from!the!sorting!station!toJ
wards!the!grinder.!

Figure!4!Maria!is!testing!the!curvy!sleigh!with!the!help!of!Shawn.!This!sleigh!was!
later,!by!mistake,!chopped!into!pieces!by!a!worker.!!!

Figure!3!The!sleigh!is!taken!bag!to!pick!up!another!full!sack.!

!

Figure!35!Sofie!is!removing!the!white!sack!from!the!sleigh.!!!

!
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Sleighs for transportation of sacks

•! We experienced that it is a difficult matter to change the employees’ habits, and we are worried that they will not use the
sleighs, because they are not used to it.
•! The curvy sleigh was chopped into pieces when a worker did
not know its purpose. This shows a greater need to be more direct when communicating to employees and we need to understand that their way of working is very automated with no necessarily time or incorporated habit to stop and wonder.
•! It is important that the sacks can easily be placed and removed
from the sleighs.

The challenge we solve
The sorted plastic is collected in big, white sacks, which are being
dragged from one side of the site to the other on the ground. This
wears out the sacks quickly, which means that they need to be exchanged often. We want to build sleighs, on where we can put the
sacks when moved, and the material will be saved.
Development and implementation
At the site, we found some big broken barrels, going to be grinded. Instead of buying wood to build the sleighs, vi used these big plastic
pieces. The workers helped us, without us having to ask, and quickly
were two sleighs build with the plastic barrels, a rope and a PVC pipe
as a handle. One of the sleighs was completely flat and one was
curvier.

!

!

Conclusion
•! The flat sleigh was working better, since it was easier to place
the full sack on it and push it off again.
•! The flat sleigh slipped better through the stony terrain.
•! It would be fine to use the big used plastic barrels to build the
sleighs. This way we save material.
•! Using plastic instead of wood, is a better solution, since it
slides easily and is light weighted.

•! The sleigh makes it easier for the employees to move the
sacks and the sacks will last longer by using the sleighs.

Figure!5!Philip!created!a!handle!to!make!it!easier!and!nicer!to!drag!the!sleigh.!!

Reflection
•! It showed we do not have to add supporters to the sleighs as
drawn in the conceptualisation.

!
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Figure!6!Sofie!testing!different!positions!on!where!and!
how!to!fasten!the!sack.!!

Figure!9!The!open!barrel!is!placed!in!front!of!the!grinder!
to!collect!the!grinded!plastic.!!!

!

Figure!7!The!sack!is!fastened!with!tape!and!supported!from!
the!ground.!!

Figure!8!Sofie!is!shoveling!to!move!the!grinded!plastic!from!
the!machine!into!the!sack.!!

Figure!10!Maria!is!shoveling!to!help!moving!the!plastic!from!
the!machine!into!the!barrel.!!

Figure!11!Maria!and!Innocent!are!helping!each!other!to!
move!the!grinded!plastic!from!barrel!to!sack.!!

!
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Collecting the grinded plastic from the grinder
The challenge we solve
When the plastic is being grinded, it falls directly to the ground. Here it
is pushed to the wall with a shovel and later it is shovelled into sacks.
This demands two men, one is holding the sack and one is shovelling.
This process is slow and inefficient.
Development and implementation
We introduced our developed solutions to the workers, who also came
up with proposals on how to streamline the process. With tape, we
tried to attach a sack to the hole in the grinder where the plastic
comes out. This was in order to simulate attaching the sacks to some
potential added hooks. The grind started and it showed a natural airflow was created in the sack, which held it open and helped the plastic
pieces find their way into the sack. Despite this, we had to use a
shovel to move the rest of the plastic pieces, since most of it creates a
pile in the beginning of the sack and doesn’t move to the end. We had
to stop when most of the plastic was gathered in the middle of the
sack since we could not move it any farther. With this method, we
filled up little less than half a sack.
We wanted to add a kind of drawer in the chamber of the grinder,
where the plastic comes out. To test this idea, we found a big black
barrel with one side cut out. We placed this in front of the machine,
which showed to work quite well. The grinded plastic fell into the barrel
and with help from shovelling it was easy to move the plastic pieces
from the chamber to the end of the barrel. When the barrel was full,
two men were able to move the plastic from the barrel to the sack.
This method filled up more than half a sack, which is around 25 kg out
of possible 45 kg.

!

!

Conclusion
•! Using the barrel as a drawer is a simple and efficient way of
collecting the grinded plastic.
•! Airflows from the machine helped opening the sack, which
helped the process.
•! None of the two solutions can fill up a sack completely.
•! The drawer is smart because it can be emptied while the machine is running.
•! We experienced a different attitude in the approval from the
employees between the two tests. The sack made them look
disapproving at us, while they participated and helped us testing the “drawer”.
•! The workers liked the idea with the drawer and told us it would
be faster than shovelling from the ground even though they still
need to be two men for the process.
Reflection
•! The solutions need to be easy implementable. To begin with,
they should not differ a lot from the normal working routines,
since it can be a big of a change in habits for the employees.
•! It was difficult for us to create prototypes without materials.
•! At the time we tested the solutions, the employees were only
able to focus on moving forward and grind more plastic since
they had a lot coming up. The time for testing could have been
better.
•! It was challenging to work next to the running grinder, since the
air was very polluted and the machine very loud.

!
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Figure!12!Arranging!the!sorting!system.

Figure!13!A!test!sorting!system!in!front!of!the!plastic!pile,!that!can!easily!be!moved!
closer!to!the!pile!as!it!gets!smaller.!

Figure!14!The!sorting!demands!lots!of!bends,!
which!is!ergonomically!tough.!!

Figure!15!The!plastic!waste!is!being!thrown!around!while!sorting.!

!
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Sorting stations
The challenge we solve
We are streamlining the sorting process by implementing a uniform
system, which improves the workers’ working positions while sorting.
Development and implementation
Because of current economic issues at Kivumbi, the sorting process
was understaffed and running behind at the site. So, we decided to try
solutions ourselves. We used the big, white sacks and sorted directly
into these. We used the black barrels to smaller fractions as waste and
metal. The most common fractions were placed centrally between us.
Despite this we found ourselves creating small piles of different fractions right in front of us, moving it to the sacks when enough was gathered.

Reflection
•! It was more difficult than expected to get hold of tables for
sorting and test the stations with sacks placed around them.
•! It is physically exhausting to sort plastic in the burning sun and
we could have put up the stations inside the shadowed area.
•! We did not get the chance to develop this concept in cooperation with the sorting workers, which means we cannot include
their opinions and build to their needs.

The sacks fastest getting full was blow and white/yellow injection. This
means it will make sense to sort these fractions directly into the big
sacks. The other fractions can be sorted into smaller black barrels,
since they are not being filled up as quickly.
Conclusion
•! We have not been able to implement the sorting system completely, since we did not have the time.
•! It made sense to sort directly into the white sacks and avoid an
extra step by using black barrels. Especially when sorting blow
moulded products, since this fraction is full very fast.
•! The distance between sorter and sack cannot be too far. Hence
a sorter will create small piles closer to him instead.

!
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Conclusion
This project has given us knowledge within many different aspects when it comes to recycling and operation of a start-up
business. After visiting both Danish and Kenyan recycling businesses we have gained a greater understanding and insight in
the processes including differences and possibilities within the
areas of recycling:
•! When creating a recycling business, the waste will be

added a value, which applies in both Kenya and Denmark.
In Kenya, it will increase collection of waste from nature, it
reduces the amount of plastic being burned in the streets
and dumpsites will be exploited.

•! The higher quality of plastic, the higher price can be

achieved.

•! The sorting technique is important to achieve pure frac-

tions and a high quality.

•! Washing and drying plastic is essential when recycling

and cannot be avoided. It would be necessary for Kivumbi
to acquire a washer and dryer, if they want to improve the
quality or produce their own product.

•! Implementation of sleighs and usage of a barrel to collect

the grinded plastic are simple solutions demanding no
bigger costs and can easily be managed by the employees.

•! A clear communication between the actors in Kivumbi is

•! Developing a start-up is strongly limited by the economi-

important to create the best possible flow.

cal flexibility. This is important to think of in the developing phase in order to end up with a realistic output.
.
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Reflection: The changing process
This project has been very instructive for us within the areas: start-up,
management, communication and culture.

The evolution of the project from beginning to end
With every meeting, we have had with the Danish investors of Kivumbi,
the frames of the project have changed. To begin with we were supposed to help Kivumbi expand by using our engineer knowledge to
create efficient solutions to set up a bigger production. Limited by finances this plan was reduced over time and towards the end we were
helping Kivumbi to find new markets, set up budgets and apply for finances.
This is challenging for us since we do not know much about markets in
Kenya and East Africa and do not have the necessary knowledge
about trade in these areas. In addition to this, we do not know enough
of unspoken rules and applicable knowledge within prices and goods
in trading.
When we look back it would have been a good idea for us to write
down concrete plans and goals in cooperation with the Danish investors so that we would agree on our expectations to the project. It is of
course difficult to avoid plans changing, but it would have given us an
overview on the project’s development and helped us understand how
our roles continuously have changed. A defined plan would have prepared us to understand needs and made our work more efficient.

!

!

Presentation of the report to the director of Kivumbi
When arriving to Kivumbi’s site, we started out introducing some of our
ideas to Lydia Sigilai, the director of Kivumbi. She quickly acknowledged the ideas and made plans of how to get materials and implement them as fast as possible. Lydia seemed open and energetic
when talking about the changes we wanted to make.
Later, we presented and went through our report with Lydia. The
presentation was challenged by the meeting taking place casually on
her couch and every third minute we were interrupted by phone calls.
Patience was an important factor in this process.
When going through the report with her, it was clear to us that procedure and analysis is not of as big interest as we are used to in Denmark. Only the developed concepts were interesting to her and easy to
begin a conversation about. We discussed the different options of implementation.
Throughout the whole process, it has been difficult for us to “book”
time with Lydia. She is constantly on her phone and every time we are
trying to ask her to sit down and talk with us about the business something else comes up. This has delayed the process and been a frustrating factor for us, since we have not felt we could change anything
without her consent.

A lack of motivation for improving the sorting process
From the beginning, it has been essential for us to improve the sorting
process to obtain higher quality of the plastic. With a lack of limitation,
we ended up trying to solve different scenarios with both working on
improvement of the sorting system in case Kivumbi is expanding, and
in case Kivumbi needs to stay on the level they are at now. This has
been done without defining an exact goal on level of quality.

!
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At the moment, Kivumbi only has one regular buyer. This buyer is not
interested in having the material washed before buying and because of
that Kivumbi is not motivated to implement washing and drying at the
site. This would only be relevant to do if we can find another buyer.

The challenged implementation of the solutions
To make prototypes and test different solutions to develop Kivumbi
further and achieve best possible results is an unknown situation for
the employees at Kivumbi. When we introduced a new idea, they
wanted to implement it right away without considering improvements
and alternatives to the ideas.
It is clear they are used to saving and recycling materials to lower the
costs as much as possible. They did not show big interest in more
comprehensive solutions that could turn out as a better solution in the
long run.

The outcome of the process
It has been clear that the project is about developing a start-up. We
were hired to use our engineering skills and help expanding the factory
but we ended up debating whether Kivumbi should close. This has
been challenging, since the project has been a part of a course, where
we had to keep our learning objectives in mind.
We have been forced to adapt ourselves throughout the process to accommodate the emerging needs.
Despite and because of the changes, we have learned a lot during the
course. Not only within the engineering field, but we have also been
challenged within fields of economy, management, communication,
social media and cultural differences.
During the project, we have strived to create manageable demarcations, but instead we have been imposed by limitations.

The Danish investors decides to leave the business
While working at Kivumbi trying to implement new solutions, a board
meeting took place between the four partners at Kivumbi. Surprisingly,
the two Danish investors decided to leave Kivumbi with no information
given to us.
This meant Kivumbi was paused until Lydia decided if she wanted to
buy the investors out or close the business. She fortunately chose to
continue working with Kivumbi, which we are happy about, since we
believe it is a promising business that works for circular economy and
creates local jobs.
This change also meant our role in the project once again changed and
we started working with markets, budgets and funding.
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Experiences

Ideas for future development of Kivumbi

•! We should have made a contract or an agreement of expectations with the Danish partners, so that we would have agreed on
the effort, communication and goal.

•! Start to produce products made from the recycled plastic
and sell them directly to the customer. This can be simple
products as bricks, flowerpots, plates, poles, fences etc.

•! The communication between the different partners is an essential
resource, that should rather be used too often than too rare.

•! Start experimenting with producing things that can easily be
done. The plastic can be melted on open fire or in an oven, so that
an injections machine is not necessary to produce.

•! Management has a lot to say about the output and how much we
can push the business.

•! The difference in culture is crucial to keep in mind when planning

the process and the output. The challenged communication plays a
big role here.

•! It is a good idea to set up milestones, to create more concrete
goals to reach throughout the process.

•! Start to collect plastic from local households. Instead of only collecting from dumpsites, it is more efficient to collect the plastic
waste directly from the user. This plastic will be cleaner and of a
higher quality. It could be an idea to make a point system to pay
the people.
•! Put up recycling stations in cooperation with the government of
Kericho. The government is already very supportive of Kivumbi’s
work and wants the business to expand and stay in Kericho.
•! Export plastic pellets or finished products to Denmark, where
products made from recycled plastic in Kenya will sell as a good
story.
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